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The beautiful locales, exotic plant and sea life, and relaxing environs of dive locations are even

more peaceful when you are armed with the expertise and skill to stay safe in any situation. With

self-rescues, buddy rescues, open-water resuscitation, and towing techniques, Scuba Diving Safety

will become your most valuable diving companion. Covering a full range of underwater

environments, as well as dangerous marine life, entanglements, and equipment failures, this vital

resource is an essential reference for every underwater enthusiast. Do not rely on someone

elseâ€”or chanceâ€”to keep you safe. Let Scuba Diving Safety help you prepare for the unexpected

and provide the confidence to enjoy your underwater adventures to the fullest.v
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It does say on the cover that it is the survival guide - it really is. I read quite a few rescue diver

manuals, but this completes it. From the planning to the equipment to the environment to the first

aid, everything is technically covered. There are some sections that provide some tips on diving

skills, and dive professionals should pay attentions to them as those little things can save a lot of

your time and your students' in the class while you actually are passing important dive safety tips

down to them.Some sections, especially rescue technique sections, were visually explained so that

a reader can visualize the body positions also.Orr's Safety Stop section was added touch to the

book as it is based on the real story and experience. Some of them made me think of what I would

do if I were in his position so that a rescue would be conducted safely.As certified dive equipment

repair technician, I seriously appreciated Equipment section of the book. It is easy to forget that we

carry life-support equipment while having fun underwater, and this book not only took it seriously but



pointed out the basic facts that are easily forgotten by divers in professional manner.Overall, I'd

recommend this book to all divers as this is easy to read comparing to other dive safety books out

there that make my head scratch, but I'd highly recommend to all rescue-level divers that want to

extend their knowledge in overall dive safety, and instructors should definitely use this book as a

reference and addition to your dive safety related courses and encourage your students to obtain a

copy. They say that the knowledge is a power, but it really is.

If you have ever wanted more in depth material for your "Rescue Diver" course this is it. It's an easy

read and chock full of content. I would recommend that all divers either take a Rescue Diver course

or, at the very least, read this book. You should know how to spot trouble before it happens and this

book help you do that.

Well written and arranged. The book covers safety planning, rescue techniques, special

environments and situations as major divisions. Basically it covers equipment safety, rescue plans,

missing diver, search techniques, resuscitation techniques, diving first aid, currents and dams,

overheads, entanglements, and dangerous marine life to name a few. This book is also being sold

by DAN as well.Another good book for the scuba library.

Dan Orr is clever and insightful the"Safety stops" were a great addition to the writings and well

supported the concepts with practical examples. A good read to enhance the education of beginning

divers and a good review for experienced divers

As a medical specialist and diver I can say this is a very well written and useful textbook. Every

diver, no matter his level of experience, should own this book!Marc Mullie MD FRCSC

Very good book. Highly recommended. Discusses the most basic scuba safety techniques

toAdvanced ones. Amust have for any scubadiver. I am an advanced certification scuba diver.

This was a great review of safety practices while diving. If you have been certified for awhile and

have not attended training for a few years this is a great book to get you back up to speed.
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